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President’s Message
Dear Quilting Friends,
It’s kind of awkward to admit, but I
realized that I am in the midst of an identity crisis.
“Who am I?’ is a question usually explored with
Middle School guidance counselors. Maybe I
need to go back to Middle School.
I’m talking specifically about quilting. I
know who I am in my every day, Clark Kent
existence. I’m practical and efficient and fast! But
as a quilter? Not so sure.
I watched every minute of the six-hour
Global Quilt Connection Sampler Platter, and I
wanted to try some things that have nothing to do
with each other or anything I have ever done. Am
I really going to buy African fabric and cover
notebooks? I want to. In fact, I ordered the
fabric.
Am I going to make Brenda Gael Smith’s
ImproVines? I’ve copied the instruction sheet and
have the fabrics set aside. Will I start collecting
sheer fabrics to make letters on small quilts?
Very likely – the collection part, at least. I can
store them next to the plastics I’ve been collecting
since we saw Natayla Khorover on GQC last
season.

Where will this lead me? I am holding off
collecting materials for surface design, because
that just seems like a very messy and intimidating
rabbit hole. However, I continue to collect
embroidery threads and solid fabrics and cute
buttons and hand-dyed fabrics and on and on.
Along with a ton of cottons (everything

Friendship Knot Quilters’ Guild, Inc.

from thirties prints to Australian prints), it is
obvious I don’t know what kind of quilter I am. I
always assumed that with age would come
wisdom. With Social Security checks would
come a pretty clear idea of what I like to do with
my time and what I want to produce in life. Not
me! Not yet!
I do have one thought that gives me
peace of mind. I get all of these ideas from
watching the professionals who have chosen
their specialty. I don’t think the hand appliquer is
doing liberated piecing in public, but maybe
occasionally? The pro has to present as excited
about one process. I don’t.
Another thought – I’m in it for the fun.
I’ll take every class that comes my way, watch
every free show about quilting, and scavenge at
the free table just for the fun of it. No, you can’t
put me in a category or name what kind of
quilting I like best, because I don’t know. I like
it all.
Happy Quilting!

Cathy Lane
Upcoming Programs

In-person at Sarasota Community Church
April 18, 2022 at 7 pm

Frieda Anderson:
New Traditions

May 16, 2022 at 7 pm

Studio Art Quilt
Associates Trunk
Show
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The Quilt Show is Coming,
The Quilt Show is Coming!
Cathy Lane

Planning has begun in earnest for our
18th Biennial Quilt Show in 2023. It’s not too
early to mark your calendars –
Entry Deadline – January 16, 2023
Drop-Off and Hanging – March 8
and 9, 2023
Quilt Show – March 10 and 11, 2023
Committee Chairs are working on details. Check the guild website regularly. Rules,
Categories, Descriptions, a list of Committee
Chairs, Block Auction forms, etc., are posted
already. More information is being added soon.

UFO Challenge
Suzy Weinbach

We have over 20 new sign ups for the
UFO Challenge. Our Challenge is to complete 4
"quilts in waiting" in the next few months, plus
1 Bonus quilt by the December 2022 meeting. There is no rush to sign up as I will take
new sign ups at all meetings AND the Retreat. When you sign up you will also receive
the "Hexie" pin to wear and attach buttons to for
completions. The more the merrier. Any questions or concerns please contact Suzy Weinbach
or Dottie Biery.
Sign up forms and UFO Information
sheets can be found on the Friendship Knot
website. They are easily downloaded and can be
filled out prior to the meeting.

We want your help and we want your
input. Contact me or any Committee Chair and
see how you can be part of the team.

Quilts in Paradise 2023: Rules,
Categories, Definitions
Katie Metheny

Please read the 3 documents in this
newsletter for the 2023 quilt show. I will address questions, comments and/or concerns at
the March meeting. Thanks, Katie.

Perfume Unappreciated
Please remember to skip the perfume when attending a guild event. Some of our members really react to the chemicals. Thank you!
Save the date….

Quilts In Paradise 2023
March 10 and 11, 2023
Mark your calendars and keep on stitching!
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2022 Charity Initiative
Tidewell Hospice Quilts
Cass Bowen

At the March meeting, I received 10 lovely quilts and will
have a few more after the retreat. If you need a label, bring the
quilt to the meeting and I will have one for you to sign. I will
attach the label to the quilt. You can always print them off from
the template on the website. You don’t need to print a whole
page of labels. You can copy one and paste it to a blank sheet
and print it.
Keep up the good work. The guidelines for the quilts are
on the website.
We are looking forward to all of your beautiful creations.
Please see me or Suzy Weinbach for quilt drop-off or labels at
any meeting.

KUDOS
Kudos to Peg Green!
Peg won 2nd place for her quilt at the
Sarasota ArtCenter. The show will be up until
April 30. Stop by to see Peg's beautiful work
at the ArtCenter and see more on her website Peacepeg - Fabric Art | UU | Flaming
Chalice | Goddesses.

Computerized E2E Longarm Quilting
Attention to Detail
Quick Turnaround
Hand-stitched Binding
Custom Dyed Widebacks and Yardage
I'll finish your WIP
Email for consult, Diana Starling
bunnybirdsong@gmail.com
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Mini-Quilt Silent Auction
Helen Lucas and Tricia Bobeck
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Drivers Needed

The guidelines for the quilts are posted
on the website under the Quilt Show heading.

Some of our members are having a hard
time dealing with traffic, tourists, and early sunsets. If you know of someone struggling with
driving at night, particularly when coming from
“north of the river” or “down south,” let’s see if
we can get some carpooling going. It would be
a wonderful gift to a fellow guild member.

Just to refresh your memory, our goal is
to have at least 100 quilts – 50 for each day of
the show. To date, I have 19. I’m starting on
my small quilts at this week’s retreat.

Sisters Unite!

My message is we need small quilts for
the auction and the quilt show 2023! Good time
to make a small quilt.

Cathy Lane

We love diversity. Art quilts, traditional, mixed-media, or whatever you want to create. Here’s a quick review if you can’t find the
guidelines on the website. Quilts can be appliquéd, pieced, or paper-pieced. Total perimeter
should not exceed 80 inches. They can be
square, rectangular, or round – you decide.
There is no minimum perimeter measurement.
The quilt should have a sleeve or some type of
hanger on the back. Please label your quilt or
pin your name on the back. Hopefully we will
sell them all but if not, they will be returned to
the maker. Please turn them in to me or Trisha
Bobeck at any of the future meetings and call us
with any questions you might have. Thank you
– we depend on you for your treasured creations!

Don’t forget to visit our Sister Guilds’
websites. They have some great upcoming lectures and classes!
Manatee Patchworkers – Manatee Patchworkers
Quilt Guild
Sarasota Modern Quilt Guild – Sarasota Modern
Quilt Guild
South Sarasota Modern Quilt Guild – S2MQG –
South Sarasota Modern Quilt Guild
Venice Area Quilters Guild – Venice Area Quilters Guild Home Page
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Cottage Group Report
Denise Collado

I don’t have much news to add to last month’s notifications about new cottage groups forming
or old ones opening their groups to new members. However, there is an issue that came up at the
March meeting which needs addressing.
In the “old days,” I as the cottage group coordinator would maintain a list of the different
groups, and in succession each month, the groups would provide greeters who would meet members as
they came in, welcome new members to the guild, and put out a cart with cold water and cups as refreshments. To those responsibilities, cottage groups could “entertain” by wearing costumes or provide candies or other snacks to add to the drinks.
This did not seem an onerous task to request of cottage groups, until five years ago, when the
alphabetical list of “Who would take on the responsibility for December to plan and organize the Holiday Party?” became the big bugaboo. Though some groups did fall apart because some of their membership had left the area or were no longer able to meet because of illness or frailty, the number of
“official” cottage groups dropped dramatically – I think, over the December party issue.
So, I raise this suggestion now since it appears that we will go back to in-person meetings for
the rest of the year. I am going to ask that two new sign-up sheets be added to our website. One will
ask for members who normally come early to meetings who are willing to set up the water cart and say
hello to those coming through the door – regardless of their affiliation with another cottage group. If
we get a large enough response (basically we only need three per month), I can set up a schedule for
the group so these giving souls won’t be “on” every month. The other will be for those creative and
organized members who believe the Holiday Party is a necessary time for us as a guild to be festive
and celebrate our having come to the end of the year, and I will set up a meeting time in early October
to begin the organization of the party. If there are no takers, we will have an answer to this dilemma.
If you are interested in either organizing a “Greeter Group” or organizing the “Holiday Party
Group”, you can email me directly at doktacee@yahoo.com.
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Try our website!
www.friendshipknotquilters.com
Upcoming Class
At Sarasota Community Church
Room 11

AND THE WINNER IS.....
Last month we asked the membership to
help the Education Committee choose the lecture
and class for our August program with David
Owen Hastings. The results are in and although I
wouldn't say they came “pouring in”, I do appreciate that the voters took the time to look at his
website and consider the options. And now,
without further ado, the winners are: Lecture
Minimal
Design,
Maximum
Impact
Program: Inspired by Art
Reminder: This will be a Zoom meeting and a
Zoom class. Everyone can participate no matter
where you are this summer, as long as you have a
WIFI signal.
Our new 1st Vice President, Diane Cooper, will
be running this program. Let's welcome her by
filling up the class!

Ellen Simon
Frieda Anderson is teaching “Falling Leaves”
on Tuesday, April 19, 2022 from 9-4. There is
a class description and supply list on our website. If you pay online through PayPal, you
don’t have to fill out a class registrations form.
Easy!
I hope to see you there –

The Coastal Quilter
Exclusive pick up and delivery
service for our longarm
machine quilting customers.

(941) 465-1292
coastalquilter.com
Ellen Simon

Len Damond

Interesting Item
Ellen Simon

I recently ran across a very interesting
You Tube video that I think you will all want to
see. The terrible situation in Ukraine was even
sadder to me after watching A Walk through
Quilt Fest Kyiv 2021. The talent displayed there,
the beauty of the building, the ingenuity it took to
hang the show, the great variety of quilting techniques and style – it all drove home to me what a
disaster this war has been. Here at home in Florida, when faced with the decision of evacuating
ahead of a hurricane, who hasn't thought that our
sewing machines or a prize quilt be loaded into
the car first? I don't think any of our fellow quilters in Ukraine have had the luxury of thinking
that way.
If you enter "Quiltfest Kyiv 2021" it will
get you to the video. It was posted in Facebook
by Ruth Burns Warrens, Israel Quilters Association.
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Friendship Knot Quilter’s Guild Quilt Show 2023 Committee Chairs
Cathy Lane

Show Chair

Cathy Lane

Admissions

Katie Metheny

Banker

Joy Abbott

Block Auction
Boutique Baskets

Lynn Purple, Karen Clark, Linda Swanson, and Tommie Fitzsimmons
Karla Lynch

Challenge

Cass Bowen

Consignment

Janine Ward

Donor Quilt Design and Fabrication

Karla Lynch

Donor Quilt Tickets and Promotion

______________________________

Door Prizes

Sue Balazs

Drop Off

Jann Warfield

Hostesses

______________________________

Information Table/Charity Projects

Eve Rabbiner

Judging

Frieda Anderson

Magazine and Book Sales

Jane Sanks

Programs

Kathy Shanley

Publicity

Marcia Berkey

Quilt Display
Quilt Hanging

Susan Arndt, Joy Abbott, and Katie Metheny
Kate Hawkins

Quilt Return

Helen Harrison

Quilt Take Down

Kathy Shanley

Registrar

Kathy Shanley

Ribbons

Cathy Lane

Rules and Categories

Katie Metheny

Signage

Cass Bowen

Small Quilt Auction

Helen Lucas and Trish Bobeck

Special Exhibits

_____________________________

Vendors

Dayle Gruder

Volunteer Coordinator

______________________________

Viewers’ Choice Award

Jann Warfield

Web Design

Marcia Berkey
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KiDZQuilts
For the month of March, we had an outstanding number of baby quilts to donate to the
Sarasota Hospital N.I.C.U. Our members and friends contributed 43 lovely quilts, which brings our
total for the year to 77.
Our quiltmakers were: Sandy Marcus (4 quilts), Bunny Schermer (2), Beverly Johnson (4),
Janice Leroux (1), Sally Childers with Ellen Simon (1), Kathleen Bird (10), Diane Pfaehler (3), plus
(2) with Mary Dick, Suzy Weinbach (1), Jane Benas (1), Donna Koenig (6), Elva Farrell (2), Ellen
Simon with Joy Abbott and Gerda Hanson (5), and Kate Morrow /Alma Rogers (1) .
If you’d like to make a baby quilt for KIDZQuilts, please refer to the guidelines on the FKQG
website, under Charity Quilts. All of our quilts need labels; you may use the template on the website to print them. Or you may contact Joy Abbott, joyabbott1@comcast.net, who will send you
some labels. When you’ve made one or more quilts to donate, please contact Linda Forestier, ljforestier@gmail.com, and we can arrange to meet you; or you may bring your quilts to the
next guild meeting.
Everyone who makes a quilt is sincerely appreciated, by the mothers, the babies, and the
hospital staff. Thank you all!

Kidzquilts
In October 2021, Sarasota Memorial Hospital (SMH) contacted Linda Forestier to ask if the
Friendship Knot Quilters Guild would be interested in creating two identical baby quilts to be given to
the parents of the first babies born in 2022 at their Sarasota and Venice hospitals. SMH requested that
the quilts have generic pastel colors, measure 24" square, and include a 6 inch "plain" square to allow
space for the hospital to embroider their logo. The hospital planned to place the little quilts in gift baskets provided to the new parents. Linda contacted FKQG member Barbie Bailey who was happy to
comply with the request, and in November 2021, they delivered the identical quilts to the hospital. Baby
Beau was delivered at the Sarasota hospital on January 1st, and the Herald Tribune posted his photo,
resting peacefully in the arms of his parents. In the background, FKQG's quilt can be seen displayed in
front of the basket.
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Quilts in Paradise 2023

Quilt Show Definitions, Descriptions & Categories

Quilt: A work made of fabric in three layers- top, batting and backing; held together by stitching. (Tied
quilts will only be accepted for crazy quilts, cathedral window or yo-yo quilts.)
Pieced: Piecing predominates in construction, design and appearance of the top. (Includes panels cut
and pieced as in a One Block Wonder).
Appliqué: Appliqué predominates in design, construction and appearance of the top.

Mixed: Piecing & appliqué are relatively equivalent in construction, design and appearance of the top.
Kit/BOM: A pre-selected and packaged set of fabric & pattern, assembled by a quilt shop or other retailer.
The following groups represent solo quilters, i.e. one person only in all phases of quilt creation
Emerging: Any member who has earned one or no ribbons (0-1) in any quilt show.
Established: Any member who has earned two to four ribbons (2-4) in any quilt show.
Accomplished: Any member who has earned five or more ribbons (5+) in any quilt show.
Heirloom: Predominately hand-pieced and/or hand-appliquéd; must be hand-quilted, all the work of
one person. Machine work limited to application of borders and binding, and for minimal background
block construction on hand-appliqué quilts.
Miniature: Miniature, scaled-down version of a large quilt design (Not a single block).
Modern: inspired by modern design, bold color, high contrast, expansive negative space, innovation,
improvisation.
Other: Whole cloth, cathedral windows, red work, embroidery, cross stitch, yo-yo, crazy, crayon, paint,
panel etc. Item submitted must be a quilt. Quilts made from whole (non-cut) panels may only be judged
based on quilting technique or non-judged.
Art-Expressive Design: Original work, includes abstracts; not based on traditional block design, or
other variations on traditional quilting.
Art-Pictorial Design: Original work; may be developed from photos or drawings previously taken or
made by the quilter or may be created directly from the quilter’s mind. May be of living creatures, persons, buildings, landscapes. No kits, patterns, or use of others’ images.
The following groups represent multiple quilters (two or more quilters)
Group: Top made by two or more people, with one of the makers a member of the guild; quilted by the
same persons and/or other members.
Collaborative-Professional: Top made by one or more guild member(s); quilted for fee or barter by a
professional quilter. (Note: NOT eligible for best of show; is eligible for best professional machine
quilting)
Machine quilting definitions
Amateur: quilted by a non-professional on any type of sewing, embroidery or quilting machine.
Professional: quilted by an individual who receives compensation (either free or barter) using either
stationary or track mounted systems to create the quilting design using a computer generated design, a
quilting pattern or free motion quilting.
Revised 2/15/22
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2023 Quilts in Paradise: Categories
Accomplished Quilters
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pieced
Appliqued
Mixed
Collaborative-Professional

Established Quilters
5.
6.
7.
8.

Piece
Appliqued
Mixed
Collaborative-Professional

Emerging Quilters
9. Pieced
10. Appliqued
11. Mixed
12. Collaborative-Professional
Modern Quilts
13. Modern
Miscellaneous
14. Heirloom
15. Miniature
16. Other

SPECIAL AWARDS
Best of Show
Judge’s Choice
President’s Choice
Chair’s Choice

Best Use of Color
Best Hand Applique
Best Machine Applique
Best Hand Quilting
Best Machine Quilting

Best Professional Quilting
Viewers’ Choice

Art Quilts
17. Expressive
18. Pictorial
Group Quilts
19. Group Quilts
Please review all the quilt show documents carefully to identify the category for your quilt(s).
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Quilts in Paradise 2023
Official Rules
1. Any FKQG member with 2022 dues paid by October 31, 2022 and 2023 dues paid by the January 16, 2023 meeting may enter the quilts that meet the specifications of the designated categories and official rule requirements.
2. All entries must have been completed after the March 2019 quilt show.
3. The entry fee for judged and non-judged quilts is $8.00.
4. Registrations must be postmarked between November 1, 2022, and January 16, 2023.
5. Registration information includes:
Each entry requires TWO (2) completed registration forms.
Each entry requires TWO (2) 4x6” photos with name, quilt name and good quality resolution.
Each photo must have quilter’s name, quilt dimensions and category number printed clearly
on the back.
Original design or Kit/BOM or Pattern Source must be clearly identified.
All persons who worked on the quilt must be credited.
Each entry should include an short narrative, not exceeding 50 words, of the quilt and techniques used.
Incomplete/incorrect/illegible registrations may be declined at the registrar’s discretion.
6. Quilts that do not fit any single category are welcomed as non-judged quilts, space permitting.
7. All quilts much consist of three layers: top, batting and backing except for crazy quilts, yo-yo
and cathedral window quilts. Tied quilts, with the exception of crazy quilts, will not be accepted. All quilts must be quilted by hand, machine, or both and must be finished.
8. Quilts made from deconstructed panels (i.e. One Block Wonder) are accepted. Quilts completed
from whole panels with borders and/or additional piecing and/or applique and are quilted may
be entered as non-judged or judged (for technical quilting skill only).
9. Entries are limited to two (2) per participant per category with no more than six (6) entries total.
10. One king-size quilt may be entered per member. However, quilt hanging space for king-sized
quilts is limited and those entered may be selected on a first come, forst serve basis and/or at the
discretion of the Quilt Show Chairman.
11. Multiple entries by one quilter, from group challenges and non-judged quilts, will be hung on a
space-available basis.
12. Quilt entries must be in excellent condition: clean, quilt markings removed, undamaged and
free of hair (including pet) and odors (including smoke and perfume).
13. No rigid frames, rolling, mountings or other special handling will be available. Loose embellishments must be secured with blue (painter’s) tape by the quilter. Quilts with hazardous objects attached will be rejected at drop-off. Quilts may be folded or stacked by circumstances,
with an attempt to stack all art quilts and small quilts.
14. All entries must have a label attached to the quilt back in the bottom right corner. Label information must include the name(s) of the maker and quilt name.
15. Sleeves are NOT required for the 2023 show.
16. Each quilt will be handled with care and held in a secure location from the drop-off day to show
set-up day. However, Friendship Knot Quilters’ Guild cannot and does not accept legal responsibility for any entry.
17. The quilter agrees that entered quilts may be photographed by the Guild. The Guild may use
photos for any Guild publication, advertisements and/or catalog of show quilts published on the
Guild’s website.
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18. If the entrant wishes to sell their displayed quilts, a statement of sale and contact information in
coordination with the Consignment Chairman. should be placed only at the end of the narrative.
The quilt must be displayed for the entire show. The quilter accepts personal responsibility for
securing any necessary copyright permissions and/or payment of any personal income tax liabil
ities related to the sale of the quilt(s). A commission of 20% of the sale price to the guild is
standard.
19. The Show Chair and Judging Chairs reserve the right to accept, reject, reclassify, or otherwise
limit entries with regard to the above rules, available hanging space at the show venue and other
unforeseeable variables.
20. This is a dynamic document. If the need for significant change(s) arises, an announcement will
be made on the website and/or in the newsletter directing members to review the addendum to
the quilt show documents.
Revised 2/15/2022

Tips and Tricks
Delores Simpson

Shelter Bed Buddy Workshop

Jane Sanks

March’s workshop was profitable as we made 42
beds. That brings our year to date total to 170 beds.
To the right is my cat, Pinky. I made 6 bed covers
from fabric a Guild member gave me. The member requested a photo of whatever I made from the fabric to share with
the person who gave her the expensive, leftover upholstery
fabric. Once I finished the bed I thought it would look better
with a cat on it. I asked Pinky to help out and over she came
for the photo. Now she has claimed the bed as her own and
it is still in my dining room.
You may always call, text or email me for more information or just to answer questions: Jane Sanks (941) 9234240 or (941) 726-2849. rasanks22@aolcom.
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KUDOS
To the right is a quilt by Ellen Simon. It is titled “Selby
Splendor” and will be shown at Florida Craftart exhibit, Art of
the Garden, March 4-April 19.

Class Registration Form – 2021-2022 Friendship Knot Quilters Guild, Inc.
Teacher ______________________________________________________________
Class Title _______________________________ Class Date ___________________
Your Name _______________________________ Telephone ___________________
Your e-mail address ____________________________________________________
Class Fee ________
Total Enclosed ____ Circle: Check Cash

Pay Pal Make checks payable to: FKQG

Only paid class participants are permitted in the classroom. Supply lists are available on our website
——————————————————
Check the website and if this class is full and you want to be on the WAITING LIST, please check below
______ Yes, please put me on the waiting list for the above class. Do not pay at this time.

______Yes, by checking here, I give my permission for the guild to include my telephone number & email
address on the attendee list that is placed on the web site.
You may purchase lunch the day of the class for $12 CASH only, no advance orders
taken. Any class fees are payable directly to the teacher.
Please send to:

Diana Starling, 44 Jeffrey Drive, Sarasota FL 34238
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FRIENDSHIP KNOT QUILTERS’ GUILD
2022 Application for Membership

New __________
Renewal __________

*If your contact information is unchanged, just write “Same” on form.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!

Date: ____________________________

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone: Home (

)__________________________ Cell (

)_________________________________

E-mail Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street
City
State
Zip
FKQG Cottage Group Membership(s)? _________________________________________________________
Note: The above information is published in our Membership Roster. If you DO NOT want any
Information other than your name made available to other members, please initial here __________________

New Members: Your member folder will be available at the next meeting. If you would like your folder
mailed, please include $5.00 for mailing. Renewing Members: If you would like your member card mailed,
please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope with this form.
Newsletters are available on our website at www.friendshipknotquilters.com. An e-mail will be sent each
month to let you know when the newsletter has been posted to the website. If you do not have Internet access
and would like to receive the newsletter by mail, there will be a $15.00/yr charge for postage and handling.
Enclosed:
_____________ $35.00 Annual Dues (January 1st – December 31st) Dues are not prorated.**
_____________ 15.00 Postage and Handling for mailing newsletter.
_____________ 5.00 New members – Only if you want your new member folder mailed to you.
_____________ Total
Check one: Check # _________ OR Cash ________ OR PayPal_________**
**If you choose to pay by PayPal, the charge will be $36.25**To pay with PayPal, please click here to go our website: https://friendshipknotquilters.com. If paying with PayPall, please email a copy of your completed form to
kathyquilter44@gmail.com.
Use of Information Policy – Please Read

Members are advised that participation in the Guild and its activities may result in the use of their name/
picture in guild publications, i.e., newsletter, meeting minutes, quilt show publications, FKQG website, etc.
The member agrees to hold harmless the Friendship Knot Quilters’ Guild and its members. By signing this
form, you have read and agree to the above Use of Information Policy.

Signature: __________________________________________
Mail to: Kathy Shanley
4530 Hidden River Rd., Sarasota, FL 34240
E-mail:Kathyquilter44@gmail.com
941-468-3686

Treasurer
Master List
File Card
Mail Newsletter

ID Card
E-Mail
New Folder
CG
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2022 Officers & Committee Chairs
President, Cathy Lane*
941-355-2696 - rcblane@comcast.net
1st Vice President, Education Chair, Diane
Cooper 978-807-1788,
coopsail4310@verizon.net

Friendship Knot Quilters’ Guild, Inc.

Parliamentarian, Karen Clark
941-755-1122 - kcnurse@verizon.net
Public Relations, position open
UFO Challenge, Suzy Weinbach
303-517-1587 - suzy.weinbach@yahoo.com
Workshop Coordinator, KK

nd

2 V.P., Program Director, Ellen Simon*
941-723-8727 - cqmaker1950@gmail.com
Treasurer, Joy Abbott*
941-586-4991 - joyabbott1@comcast.net

* Denotes voting board member

Past President, Delores Simpson*
941-924-7292 - dms@verizon.net
Secretary, Marcia Slocum* 941-371-7704
marciaslocum@gmail.com and Cass Bowen*
941- 320-8840 - cbcassiecat@gmail.com
Web Master, Marcia Berkey
941-927-0667, berkeybunch@gmail.com
Class Registrar, Diana Starling
919-931-1459 - bunnybirdsong@gmail.com
Cottage Group Coordinator, Denise Collado
941-924-6061 - doktacee@yahoo.com
Friendship, Kathie Porteous
941-493-6901 - kathieporteous3@gmail.com
Photographer, Brenda Wathier
941-926-4803 - bwathier@aol.com
and Kathy Dotson 941-266-0877
kdkwilts@aol.com
Librarian, Ellen Simon
941-723-8727 - cqmaker1950@gmail.com
Membership, Kathy Shanley
941-468-3686 - kathyquilter44@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor, Jane Sanks
941-923-4240 - rasanks22@aol.com
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All newsletter information due by
April 25, 2022
Email submissions by this date to the Editor, Jane Sanks at
rasanks22@aol.com
Friendship
If you know of a member who is ill, has suffered the loss of a loved one, or otherwise should
be remembered by our Guild, please let me know
so I can send a card from the Guild.
Kathie Porteous
(941) 493-6901
kathieporteous3@gmail.com
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